Exhibitor Liability and Publicity Release
Please return signed form to the Southwestern New Mexico Regional Science and Engineering Fair office with your Official Entry Packet

Liability
Every effort will be made by Southwestern New Mexico Regional Science and Engineering Fair (SWNMRSEF) to protect your exhibit. However, since the Science Fair Exhibition will be open to the public, the Science Fair cannot and will not accept any liability or responsibility of any nature for any theft or damage to any exhibit or any other property. Exhibitors should secure their property at all times during the Exhibition and remove all valuable components, especially those that are easily portable.

Publicity
Regional Science Fairs are prestigious events and your presence is newsworthy. The business or organizations sponsoring awards at the SWNMRSEF may wish to publicize their participation in such an important science competition by using photographs or information about you. Your cooperation may make it possible for other promising young students to get involved in science.

I give permission to SWNMRSEF and its affiliates to use information about me for publicity purposes. This includes any photographs, videos, or likenesses that may be used by the Science Fair or the sponsors of awards for the purposes of illustrations, advertising, or publication in any manner. I also consent to the use of my name in connection therewith.

I understand and agree to the above listed paragraphs:

__________________________________________   ____________________
Printed Name/Signature    Date

__________________________________________   ____________________
Parent/Legal Guardian Signature   Date

For Team Projects All Team Members and Parent/Legal Guardian Must Sign a copy of this form.